Abstract. Observability concepts contribute to a better understanding of software correctness. In order to prove observational properties, the concept of Context Induction has been developed by Hennicker 10]. We propose in this paper to embed Context Induction in the implicit induction framework of 8]. The proof system we obtain applies to conditional speci cations. It allows for many rewriting techniques and for the refutation of false observational conjectures. Under reasonable assumptions our method is refutationally complete, i.e. it can refute any conjecture which is not observationally valid. Moreover this proof system is operational: it has been implemented within the Spike prover and interesting computer experiments are reported.
Introduction
Observational concepts are fundamental in formal methods since for proving the correctness of a program with respect to a speci cation it is essential to be able to abstract away from internal implementation details. Data objects can be viewed as equal if they cannot be distinguished by experiments with observable result. The idea that the semantics of a speci cation must describe the behaviour of an abstract data type as viewed by an external user, is due to 9]. Though a lot of work has been devoted to the semantical aspects of observability (see 2] for a classi cation), few proof techniques have been studied 17, 5, 14, 13] , and even less have been implemented. In this paper we propose an automatic method for proving observational properties of conditional speci cations. The method relies on computing families of well chosen contexts, called critical contexts, that \cover" in some sense all observable ones. These families are applied as induction schemes. Our inference system basically consists in extending terms by critical contexts and simplifying the results with a powerful rewriting machinery in order to generate new subgoals. An advantage of this approach is that it allows also for disproving false observational conjectures. The method is even refutationally complete for an interesting class of speci cations. From a preliminary implementation on top of the Spike prover 8] computer experiments are reported. The given examples have been treated in a fully automatic way by the program. Hennicker 10] has proposed an induction principle, called context induction, which is a proof principle for behavioural abstractions. A property is observationally valid if it is valid for all observable experiments. Such experiments are represented by observable contexts, which are context of observable sort over the signature of a speci cation where a distinguished subset of its sorts is speci ed as observable. Hence, a property is valid for all observable experiments if it is valid for all corresponding observable contexts. A context c is viewed as a particular term containing exactly one variable; therefore, the subterm ordering de nes a noetherian relation on the set of observable contexts. Consequently, the principle of structural induction induces a proof principle for properties of contexts of observable sort, which is called context induction. This approach provides with a uniform proof method for the veri cation of behavioural properties. It has been implemented in the system ISAR 1] . However, in concrete examples, this veri cation is a non trivial task, and requires human guidance: the system often needs a generalization of the current induction assertion before each nested context induction, so that to achieve the proof.
Malcolm and Goguen 14] have proposed a proof technique which simpli es Hennicker proofs. The idea is to split the signature into generators and de ned functions. Proving that two terms are behaviourally equivalent, comes to prove that they give the same result in all observable contexts built from de ned functions, provided that the generators verify a congruence relation w.r.t. behavioural equivalence. This proof technique is an e cient optimization of Hennicker proofs.
Bidoit and Henniker 4] have investigated how a rst order logic theorem prover can be used to prove properties in an observational framework. The method consists in computing automatically some special contexts called crucial contexts, and in enriching the speci cation so that to automatically prove observational properties. But this method was only developed for the proof of equations and for speci cations where only one sort is not observable. Besides, it fails on several examples (cf. Stack example), where it is not possible to compute crucial contexts.
Bidoit and Hennicker 5] have also investigated characterization of behavioural theories that allows for proving behavioural theorems with standard proof techniques for rst order logic. In particular they propose general conditions under which an in nite axiomatization of the observational equality can be transformed into a nitary one. However, in general there is no automatic procedure for generating such a nite axiomatization of the observational equality.
Puel 16] has adapted Huet-Hullot procedure for proof by consistency w.r.t. the nal model. Lysne 13 ] extends Bachmair's method for proof by consistency to the nal algebra framework. The proof technique is based on a special completion procedure whose idea is to consider, not only critical pairs emerging from positioning rewrite rules on equations, but also those emerging from positioning equations on to rewrite rules. This approach is restricted to equations and requires the ground convergence property of the axioms in order to be sound (in our case, ground convergence is needed only for refutational completeness).
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of algebraic specications 18], term rewriting and equational reasoning. A many sorted signature is a pair (S; F) where S is a set of sorts and F is a set of function symbols. For short, a many sorted signature will simply be denoted by F. We assume that we have a partition of F in two subsets, the rst one, C, contains the constructor symbols and the second, D, is the set of de ned symbols. Let X be a family of sorted variables and let T(F; X) be the set of sorted terms. var(t) stands for the set of all variables appearing in t. A term is linear if all its variables occur only once in it. If var(t) is empty then t is a ground term. The set of all ground terms is T(F). Let A be an arbitrary non-empty set, and let F A = ff A j f 2 Fg such that if f is of arity n then f A is a function from A n to A. The pair (A; F) is called a -algebra, and A the carrier of the algebra. For sake of simplicity, we will write A to denote the -algebra when F and F A are non-ambiguous.
A substitution assigns terms of appropriate sorts to variables. The domain of is de ned by: dom( ) = fx j x 6 = xg. If t is a term, then t denotes the application of to t. If applies every variable to a ground term, then is a ground substitution. We denote by the syntactic equivalence between objects. Let N be the set of sequences of positive integers. For any term t, Pos(t) N denotes its set of positions and the expression t=u denotes the subterm of t at a position u. We write t s] u (resp. t s] ) to indicate that s is a subterm of t at position u (resp. at some position).The top position is written ". Let t(u) denote the symbol of t at position u. A position u in a term t is said to be a strict position if t(u) = f 2 F. A position u in a term t such that t(u) = x and x 2 X, is a linear variable position if x occurs only once in t, otherwise, u is a non linear variable position. The depth of a term t is de ned as follows: jtj = 0 if t is a constant or a variable, otherwise, jf (t 1 ; : : :; t n )j = 1 + max i jt i j. We denote by a transitive irre exive relation on the set of terms, that is noetherian, monotonic (s t implies w s] u w t] u ), stable per instantiation (s t implies s t ) and satis es the subterm property (f( ; t; ) t). The multiset extension of will be denoted by . An equation is a formula of the form l = r. A conditional equation is a formula of the following form: V n i=1 a i = b i ) l = r. It will be written V n i=1 a i = b i ) l ! r and called a conditional rule if fl g fr ; a 1 ; b 1 ; ; a n ; b n g for each substitution .
The term l is the left-hand side of the rule. A rewrite rule c ) l ! r is left-linear if l is linear. A set of conditional rules is called a rewrite system. A constructor is free if it is not the root of a left-hand side of a rule. Let t be a term in T(C; X), t is called a constructor term. A rewrite system R is left-linear if every rule in R is left-linear. We de ne depth(R) as the maximal depth of the strict positions in its left-hand sides. Let R be a set of conditional rules. Let t be a term and u a position in t. We write: t l ] u ! R t r ] u if there is a substitution and a conditional equation ; a n ; b n g. Rewriting is extended to literals and clauses as expected. A term t is irreducible (or in normal form) if there is no term s such that t ! R s. A term t is ground reducible i all its ground instances are reducible. A symbol f 2 F is completely de ned if all ground terms with root f are reducible to terms in T(C). We say that R is su ciently complete if all symbols in D are completely de ned. A clause C is an expression of the form :
V n i=1 a i = b i ) W m j=1 a 0 j = b 0 j . The clause C is positive if n = 0. The clause C is a logical consequence of E if C is valid in any model of E, denoted by E j= C. We say that C is inductively valid in E and denote it by E j= Ind C if for any ground substitution , (for all i; E j= a i = b i ) implies (there exists j, E j= a 0 j = b 0 j ). We say that two terms s and t are joinable, denoted by s # R t, if s ! R v and t ! R v for some term v. The rewrite system R is ground convergent if the terms u and v are joinable whenever u; v 2 T(F) and R j= u = v.
Observational semantics
The notion of observation technique have been introduced as a means for describing what is observed in a given algebra. An observational speci cation is then obtained by adding an observation technique to a standard algebraic speci cation. The observation technique we use in our method is based on sorts 1 . The semantics we choose is based on a relaxing of the satisfaction relation. The 1 but it can be easily extended to observations based on operators notion of context is fundamental in all approaches based on such observational semantics. An observational property is obtained by taking into account only observable information. Thus, to show that it is valid, one has to show its validity in all observable contexts.
Let T(F; X) be a term algebra and let (S; F) be its signature. A context over F is a non-ground term c 2 A speci cation SP is a triple (S; F; E) where (S; F) is a signature and E is a set of conditional equations. An observational speci cation SP obs is a couple (SP; S obs ) such that SP = (S; F; E) is a speci cation and S obs S is the set of observable sorts. The Stack speci cation in Figure 1 , is an observational speci cation, where S obs = fnatg.
An observable term is a term whose sort belongs to S obs . The set of observable contexts is denoted by C obs . An equation a = b is observable if a and b are observable. The precondition of a rule is observable if all its equations are observable. Consider the speci cation in Figure 1 . There are in nitely many observable contexts: top(z stack ); top(pop(z stack )); : : :; top(pop(: : :(pop(z stack )) : : :)); : : :top(push(z stack )); top(push(i; pop(z stack ))); : : :
The notion of observational validity is based on the idea that two objects in a given algebra are observationally equal if they cannot be distinguished by computations with observable results. These computations are formalized by contexts.
Let a and b be two terms. We say that a and b are observationally equal, and we denote it by E j= Obs a = b i for all c 2 C obs ; E j= Ind c a] = c b]. Consider the stack speci cation in Figure 1 . It is easy to see that push(top(s); pop(s)) = s is not satis ed (in the classical sense). However, intuitively, it is observationally satis ed if we just observe the elements of the sequences push(top(s); pop(s)) and s. This can be formally shown by considering all observable contexts.
The next theorem gives a useful characterization of observational theorems (see e.g. 15]): Theorem 1. Suppose that all the preconditions of E are observable. Then E j= Obs V n i=1 a i = b i ) W m j=1 a 0 j = b 0 j i for all ground substitutions , if (for all i; E j= Obs a i = b i ) then (there exists j such that E j= Obs a 0 j = b 0 j ).
Induction schemes
Our purpose in this section is to introduce the ingredients allowing us to prove and disprove behavioural properties. This task amounts in general to check an in nite number of ground formulas for validity, since an in nite number of instances and an in nite number of contexts have to be considered for building these ground instances. This is where induction comes into play. Test substitutions will provide us with induction schemes for substitutions and critical contexts will provide us with induction schemes for contexts. In general, it is not possible to consider all the observable contexts. However, cover contexts are su cient to prove behavioural theorems by reasoning on the ground irreducible observable contexts rather than on the whole set of observable contexts. In the following, we denote by R a conditional rewriting system with observable preconditions.
De nition 2 (cover set). A cover set, denoted by CS, for R, is a nite set of irreducible terms such that for all ground irreducible term s, there exist a term t in CS and a ground substitution such that t s.
We now introduce the notion of cover context that is used to schematize all contexts. Note that a cover context need not be observable, (unlike crucial contexts of 4]). The intuitive idea is to use cover context to extend the conjectures by the top in order to create redexes. Then the obtained formulas can be simpli ed by axioms and induction hypothesis. A cover context set for the speci cation stack is fz nat ; top(z stack ); pop(z stack )g. The context push(i; z stack ) is not a cover context since top(push(i; z stack )) and pop(push(i; z stack )) are reducible. Note that usually there are in nitely many possible cover context sets. For instance,fz nat ; top(z stack ); top(pop(z stack )); pop(pop(z stack ))g is also a cover context set.
In the following, we re ne cover context sets so that to be able not only to prove behavioural properties, but also to disprove the non valid ones. Theorem 7. Let R be a conditional rewriting system with observable preconditions. Let C be a provably inconsistent clause. Then C is not observationally valid.
Computation of test sets
The computation of test sets and test substitutions for conditional speci cations is decidable if the axioms are su ciently complete and the constructors are speci ed by a set of unconditional equations (see 12]). Unfortunately, no algorithm exists for the general case of conditional speci cations. However, in 7], a procedure is described for computing test sets when the axioms are su ciently complete over an arbitrary speci cation of constructors. Now, let us present our method for constructing such critical contexts. The idea of our procedure is the following: starting from the non quasi ground reducible observable contexts of depth smaller than or equal to depth(R), we construct all contexts that can be embedded in one of those observable contexts, to give a non quasi ground reducible and observable context. It can be proved, by reduction to ground reducibility, that quasi ground reducibility is decidable too for equational systems and semi-decidable for conditional rewrite systems 11]. The following remark is also useful: given a context c z s ] of the form f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) where f is a completely de ned function and for all i 2 1::n], t i is a constructor term. If z s does not appear at an induction position of f, then c z s ] is quasi ground reducible. Theorem 9. Let R be a rewriting system and CC be the result of the application of the procedure given in Figure 2 . Then: { CC is a cover context set for R. { if R is equational and left-linear then CC is a critical context set for R.
Computation of critical contexts
Proof. It is relatively easy to show that CC is a cover context set for R. Now, assume that R is equational and leftlinear and let us prove that CC is also a critical context set for R. By construction, any non-observable context in CC has variables at depth greater than or equal to depth(R). Now, since R is equational, any non quasi ground reducible context is necessarily strongly irreducible. On the other hand, R is left-linear and the variables of non-observable context occur at depth(R), then for each context c z s ] 2 CC, there exists i such that c 2 CC i , we can show that there exists an observable context c obs such that c obs c] is strongly irreducible. The proof is done by induction on i. Example 10. Consider the Stack speci cation in Figure 1 . We have depth(R) = 1, then: CC 0 = fz nat ; top(z stack )g, T 0 = fpop(z stack ); push(i; z stack )g. CC 1 = fz nat ; top(z stack )g fpop(z stack )g, CC = CC 1 is a critical context set for R. Example 11. Consider the List speci cation in Figure 3 . We have: depth(R) = 1, then: CC 0 = fz nat ; z bool ; in(x; z list )g, T 0 = funion(z list ; x); insert(x; z list )g, CC 1 = CC 0 funion(z list ; x)g. CC = CC 1 is a cover context set for R. In fact, union(x; z list ) is quasi ground reducible and in(y; union(z list ; x)) is not quasi ground reducible since in(0; union(z list ; Nil)) is irreducible, but in(y; insert(x; z list )) is quasi ground reducible.
It is possible to compute critical context sets in the case where R is a conditional rewriting system. It is su cient to apply our procedure given in Figure 2 to compute a cover context set CC, and then to check that for each non observable context c 2 CC, there exists an observable context c obs such that c obs c] is strongly irreducible. In Example 11, we have in(x; (union(z list ; y) is strongly irreducible, then we conclude that CC = fz nat ; z bool ; in(x; z list ); union(z list ; x)g is a critical context set for R. union(Nil; l) = l union(insert(x; l); l1) = insert(x; union(l; l1)) in(x; Nil) = F alse eq(x; y) = T rue => in(x; insert(y; l)) = T rue eq(x; y) = F alse => in(x; insert(y; l)) = in(x; l) eq(0; 0) = T rue eq(0; s(x)) = F alse eq(s(x); 0) = F alse eq(s(x); s(y)) = eq(x; y) Fig.3 . List speci cation 6 Inference system
The inference system we use (see Figure 4 ) is based on a set of transition rules applied to (E; H), where E is the set of conjectures to prove and H is the set of induction hypotheses. The initial set of conditional rules R is oriented with a well founded ordering. An I-derivation is a sequence of states: (E 0 ; ;)`I (E 1 ; H 1 )`I : : :(E n ; H n )`I : : :. We say that an I-derivation is fair if the set of persistent clauses ( i \ j i E j ) is empty. Context induction is performed implicitly by the
Generationrule. An equation is selected in a clause and it is extended by critical contexts and test sets. These extensions are rewritten by R either by conditional rewriting or by case analysis. The resulting conjectures are collected in S c; E c; .
Case Simpli cation illustrates the case reasoning: it simpli es a conjecture with conditional rules provided that the disjunction of their preconditions 2 is inductively valid in R.
De nition 12 (Case Analysis). Let R be a set of conditional rules and let l _ r be a clause. Case Analysis(l g ] u ; r) = fP 1 ) l d 1 ] u _ r; ; P n ) l d n ] u _ rg if 8i 2 1 n] : P i ) g ! d i 2 R and R j= Ind P 1 _ _ P n .
The rule Context subsumption appeared to be very useful for manipulating non orientable conjectures. An I-derivation fails when there exists a conjecture such that no rule can be applied to it. An I-derivation succeeds if all conjectures are proved.
Theorem 13 (correctness of successful I-derivations). Let (E 0 ; ;)`I (E 1 ; H 1 )`I : : : be a fair I-derivation. If it succeeds then R j= Obs E 0 .
Proof. The proof is done by contradiction. Suppose R 6 j= Obs E 0 and let C 2 i E i be a minimal counterexample w.r.t. a well founded ordering on clauses extending p. We can easily show, as in 8], that no inference rule can be applied to C. Hence C persists in the derivation contradicting the fairness hypothesis.
Theorem 14 (correctness of disproof). Let (E 0 ; ;)`I (E 1 ; H 1 )`I be an I-derivation. If there exists j such that Disproof is applied to (E j ; H j ), then R 6 j= Obs E 0 .
Proof. If there exists j such that Disproof is applied to (E j ; H j ), then by Theorem 7, we conclude that R 6 j= Obs E j . Now, to prove that R 6 j= Obs E 0 , it is su cient to prove the following claim: Let (E j ; H j )`I (E j+1 ; H j+1 ) be an I-derivation step. If 8i j; R j= Obs E i then R j= Obs E j+1 . If (E j ; H j )`I (E j+1 ; H j+1 ) by a simpli cation rule, then the equations which are used for simpli cation occur in some E k (k j) and therefore are observationally valid in R by assumption. Hence, E j+1 is observationally valid too in R. If (E j ; H j )`I (E j+1 ; H j+1 ) by Generation on C 2 E j , every auxiliary equation which is used for rewriting an instance of C by a critical context c and a test substitution , is either in R or E k (k j) and hence E j+1 is valid in R. Now we consider boolean speci cations. To be more speci c, we assume there exists an observable sort bool with two free constructors ftrue; falseg. The sort bool will be observable. Every rule in R is of type:
V n i=1 p i = p 0 i ) s ! t where for all i in 1 n]; p 0 i 2 ftrue; falseg. Conjectures will be boolean clauses, i.e. clauses whose negative literals are of type :(p = p 0 ) where p 0 2 ftrue; falseg. Let f 2 D, a completely de ned symbol in R. Then f is strongly complete 7] w.r.t R if for all the rules p i ) f(t 1 ; : : :; t n ) ! r i whose left-hand sides are identical up to a renaming i , we have R j= Ind W n i=1 p i i . We say that R is strongly complete if for all f 2 D, f is strongly complete w.r.t R.
Theorem 15 (refutational completeness). Let R be a conditional rewrite system. Assume that R is ground convergent and strongly complete. Let E 0 be a set of boolean clauses. Then R 6 j= Obs E 0 i all fair derivations issued from (E 0 ; ;) fail.
Proof. The proof follows the line of the corresponding Theorem 6.5 in 6] that was given for the initial semantics. We have implemented these results in the Spike prover, written in Caml Light.
Example 16 (Stacks). We proved automatically that push(top(S); pop(S)) = S is a behavioural property of the stack speci cation (see Figure 1) . Note that this example fails with the approach of 4], since it is not possible to compute automatically a set of crucial contexts: if two stacks have the same top they are not necessarily equal. In the approach of 10], we have to introduce an auxiliary function iterated pop : nat stack ! stack such that iterated pop(n; s) iterates n times pop. This is easy because pop is unary. The function iterated pop is de ned by: iterated pop(0; s) = s; iterated pop(n + 1; s) = iterated pop(n; pop(s)) Then, we have to prove the property for all contexts of the form top(iterated pop(x; c z stack ])). However, this schematization of contexts could be more complicated in case of a function of arity greater than two. So, this process seems to be not easy to automatize in general. In the approach of 14], this problem remains too. Now, let us describe our proof. The prover computes rst a test set for R and the induction positions of functions, which are necessary for inductive proofs. It also computes a critical context. These computation are done only once and before the beginning of the proof. E0 = {insert(x1,insert(x1,x2)) = insert(x1,x2)} Application of generation on: insert(x1,insert(x1,x2)) = insert(x1,x2) : 1) eq(x3,x1) = True => True = in(x3,insert(x1,x2)) ; 2) eq(x3,x1) = False => in(x3,insert(x1,x2)) = in(x3,insert(x1,x2)) ; 3) eq(x3,x1) = False, eq(x3,x1) = True ; 4) insert(x1,insert(x1,union(x2,x4))) = union(insert(x1,x2),x4) Delete eq(x3,x1) = False => in(x3,insert(x1,x2)) = in(x3,insert(x1,x2)) Delete eq(x3,x1) = True => True = in(x3,insert(x1,x2)) it is subsumed by:eq(x1,x2) = True => in(x1,insert(x2,x3)) = True of R E1 = {eq(x3,x1) = False, eq(x3,x1) = True ; insert(x1,insert(x1,union(x2,x4))) = union(insert(x1,x2),x4)} H1 = {insert(x1,insert(x1,x2)) = insert(x1,x2)} Simplification of: insert(x1,insert(x1,union(x2,x4))) = union(insert(x1,x2),x4) by H1: insert(x1,union(x2,x4)) = union(insert(x1,x2),x4) E2 = {eq(x3,x1) = False, eq(x3,x1) = True ; insert(x1,union(x2,x4)) = union(insert(x1,x2),x4)} H2 = {insert(x1,insert(x1,x2)) = insert(x1,x2)} Simplification of: insert(x1,union(x2,x4)) = union(insert(x1,x2),x4) by R: insert(x1,union(x2,x4)) = insert(x1,union(x2,x4)) E3 = {eq(x3,x1) = False, eq(x3,x1) = True ; insert(x1,union(x2,x4)) = insert(x1,union(x2,x4))} H3 = {insert(x1,insert(x1,x2)) = insert(x1,x2)} Delete insert(x1,union(x2,x4)) = insert(x1,union(x2,x4)) Application of generation on: eq(x3,x1) = False, eq(x3,x1) = True : 1) eq(0,0) = True, True = False ; 2) eq(s(x1),0) = True, False = False ; 3) eq(0,s(x1)) = True, False = False ; 4) eq(s(x2),s(x1)) = True, eq(x2,x1) = False eq(s(x2),s(x1)) = True, eq(x2,x1) = False by R: eq(x2,x1) = True, eq(x2,x1) = False E4 = {eq(x2,x1) = True, eq(x2,x1) = False} H4 = {eq(x3,x1) = False, eq(x3,x1) = True ; insert(x1,insert(x1,x2)) = insert(x1,x2)} Delete eq(x2,x1) = True, eq(x2,x1) = False it is subsumed by:eq(x3,x1) = False, eq(x3,x1) = True of H4 E5 = {} H5 = {eq(x3,x1) = False, eq(x3,x1) = True ; insert(x1,insert(x1,x2)) = insert(x1,x2)} The initial conjectures are observationally valid in R
In the same way we have proved the following conjectures: insert(x; insert(y; l)) = insert(y; insert(x; l)) and union(l; l 0 ) = union(l 0 ; l) 8 
Conclusion
We have presented an automatic procedure for proving observational properties in conditional speci cations. The method relies on the construction of a set of critical contexts which enables to prove or disprove conjectures. Under reasonable hypotheses, we have shown that the procedure is refutational complete: each non observationally valid conjecture will be detected after a nite time.
A cover context w.r.t. our de nition 3 garantees the soundness of our procedure. However, cover contexts computed by our procedure may contain unecessary contexts, as in Example 17 where union(z list ; x) is useless for observations. We plan to re ne our notion of cover and critical contexts in order to select only the needed contexts.
We also plan to extend the observation technique to terms and formulas.
